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Model experiments of reverse fault rupture propagation through sand under 1-g conditions
show that he D/H ratio for the same model height (40 cm) depends on the fault dip-angle, with
the largest uplift is needed for a 60 dip-angle. This is explained with a simple elastic analysis
together with the concept of a characteristic shear band development length, which is estimated
from model experiments considering a constant peak to residual displacement along the shear
band in biaxial tests. Soil anisotropy is also a contributing factor.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The recent earthquakes in Turkey and Taiwan 1999,
and Niigata Chuetsu, Japan, 2004 have raised the
awareness of the dangers posed by tectonic fault
rupture propagation up through soft soil deposits
(quaternary) and the induced permanent ground
deformation’s effects on infrastructure below and
above the ground. For design purposes there is a
need for simple formulas for estimating bedrock
fault offset required for surface rupture to occur;
The first step to develop one such simple formula
is taken here.
Most fracture mechanics studies on geomaterials have focused on saturated clays.1–3 For sand
and gravels there are many studies on shear band
propagation.4–7 The main focus of the experimental and analytical studies is on how the current
stress state and material parameters affects the initiation and inclinations of the shear bands in element tests since these two factors changes the loaddeformation curves, on which soil’s stress-strain
behavior is based; To obtain mesh independent solutions to geotechnical boundary value problems
are also important (see e.g. Wang et. al.8 ).

Important parameters such as 1) the amount of
bedrock uplift necessary for a surface rupture to occur and 2) approximately where on the ground surface it will appear and their relation to material parameters such as dilatancy and friction angle have
been investigated with model experiments such as
trap-door experiments e.g.,9 long shear-box experiments,10 and fault rupture experiments.11–16
Scarpelli and Wood10 and Stone and Wood12
also estimated the shear band development length
by measuring dilation at different locations along
the shear band. The shear band development
length17 (end region,1 shear band tip,9 and tip
length10 are other names are available in the literature) is defined as the distance from the shear band
tip which is assumed to be at peak state to a point
further behind on the shear band which is at residual state (see also Fig. 3.) The shear band development length together with the stress drop from
peak to residual state play an important roll in the
progressive failure of geomaterials (see Puzrin and
Germanovich18 for one application). Muir-Wood5
points out that information shear band development
lengths are sparse in the literature.

We attempt to estimate characteristic shear
band lengths from the above mentioned rupture
model experiments based on observations in biaxial tests that the displacement along a shear band,
needed for the load to go from peak to residual
level, is parameter depending mainly on the sand’s
mean grain size, D50 .19 We analyze and discuss
the results of a few researchers, and try to explain
scale effects observed and not observed in some of
the model rupture experiments.
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The stress conditions does of course not only
change with overburden pressure but also changes
with change of loading conditions during the progressive failure. For shear band/rupture propagation through soil due to a dip-slip reverse fault
bedrock dislocation, the horizontal normal stresses
increases simultaneously as the shear band propagates toward the surface, thus the shear band development length changes during the course of
the rupture. To simplify the problem we assume
there exist a characteristic shear band development
length, Ld along the rupture, which can be considered an average of the actual shear band development length along the whole shear band.
We assume that for a displacement, DPR , in the
direction of the shear band at the base of the soil
deposit, the shear band propagate a distance Ld as
shown in Figure 3 a). The tip of the shear band,
point P, is at peak state while point R is at residual
state. Points in between P and R are on their way
to residual state. Points below the top most R are
all in residual state. After an additional displacement DPR of the base, the total displacement is now
2DPR . Point A which was at distance Dpr from the
peak state point, P, in Figure 3 a) has moved a distance of DPR and reached A’ in Figure 3 b) and now
this location is at residual state (marked R) and the
shear band has propagated another Ld . Continuing
like this we can add n displacements , DPR , and set
this equal the displacement necessary for a surface
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Figure 1: Schematic explanation of relative displacement along the shear band, Dpr for the load to
go from peak to residual level in a biaxial test.
on the mean grain size as
DPR = 6.52D50 0.69

(1)

(see Figure 2 , observe: D50 must be in mm.).
Equation 1 is based on data from Yoshida and Tatsuoka;19 Recently Oie et. al.7 presented similar
regression curves, now also for well-graded soils,
and concluded that the DPR is independent of confining pressure for the range in their tests.
Palmer and Rice1 derives an explicit formula
for relation between the shear band development
length, Ld , and the shear displacement, DPR ,
(called ω and δ Palmer and Rice1 ) and the shear
stress drop ∆τ = τpeak −τresidual . Therefore, in addition to the shear band length scale effect pointed
by Bishop,17 there is another scale effect for frictional materials since the stress drop,
∆τ = σnormal (tan φpeak − tan φresidual ),
is dependent on the failure surface normal pressure,
which changes with e.g. overburden pressure.
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Figure 3: Explanation of simplified shear band propagation approach. Each displacement along the
shear band, Dpr , will cause the shear band to propagate a distance Ld . The tip of the shear band, Point P,
is at peak state while point R is at residual state. Points in between P and R are on their way to residual
state. Points behind the R are all in residual state.
For the analysis of Stone and Wood’s results
rupture to occur, i.e.
and the ones of Vardoulakis et. al. we assume that
DSR = nDPR .
(2)
nDPR is equal to the total uplift necessary to induce
Similarly we add n shear band development a rupture, of length Lr , which does not reach the
lengths, Ld , and set this equal to the rupture length, ground surface.
Lr , which can be approximated as shown in Figure
3. ANALYSIS AND PRELIMINARY RE4. Thus we end up with
SULTS
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In this preliminary study we have selected results
from 4 different rupture studies.13, 15, 12, 9 For Tani
et. al. and Lee et. al studies we have obtained vertical base offset required for surface rupture. Thus
we can estimate the rupture length, Lr , according to
the deposit height as shown in Figure 4 and equation 3. For Stone et. al. and Vardoulakis we had
to measure rupture lengths in their figures and the
base offset normalized by the rupture length was
plotted instead of normalized by height as for Tani
et. al and Lee et. al. results (see Figure 5.)
Using equation 1 we estimated the relative
shear band displacement, DPR as shown in Table 1
and the estimated shear band development lengths
are given Figure 6 versus overburden pressure,
which was computed at the middle depth of the rupture.
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θ
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Figure 4: n relative displacements along the shear
band, Dpr , will make the shear band propagate to
the surface. For simplicity we assume the rupture
to be a straight line.
H
.
(3)
sin θ
With the displacement required for a surface rupture, DSR , obtained from the experiments and estimating DPR from Figure 2 we can compute n from
equation 2. The dip-angle, θ, is given in the experiment and therefore we can compute Ld with equation 3.
Lr = nLd =
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Figure 6: Confining pressure, σv = ρgH versus
Figure 5: Height of deposit versus H versus nor- shear band development length, L . θ is the fault
d
malized vertical uplift, Dv /H. For Stone et. al. dip-angle.
and Vardoulakis et al. the rupture length, Lr versus
fore assume the increase in horizontal confining
normalized vertical uplift, Dv /Lr is plotted.
pressure to be small and the observed increase in
Table 1: Relative shear band displacement for dif- shear band development length is due to the inferent sands estimated with equation 1.
creasing overburden pressure.

Lee et. al.15

Material

D50 [mm]

Dpr [mm]

Toyoura sand

0.17

1.9

Silica

0.16

1.8

Silver

1.5

8.6

Leighton

0.85

5.8

Buzzard sand

0.4

3.5

Karlsruhe

0.33

3.0

sand

(2) Dip-angle dependency of required uplift for
surface rupture
Tani et. al. and Ueta et. al.13, 14 have observed
a dip-angle dependency (for dip-slip faults) for the
required uplift normalized with the deposit height
for a surface rupture to occur. For the same model
height (40 cm) the largest D/H ratio is needed for
a 60o dip-angle reverse fault (see Figure 7 .) Nor-
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(1) Scale effect in vertical dip-slip fault model
experiment
As seen in Figure 6 Tani-Ueta’s results give a shear
band development length increasing with vertical
overburden pressure. Since these results are for
90o dip-angle dip-slip faults, we assume there are
only a minor increase in the horizontal stress due to
the dilation of the material. The dilation is on the
order of the mean grain size, D50 ,19 for confining
pressures of 50 kPa. For lower pressures the dilation is more,15 but it should still be much less than
the shear band thickness which is on the order of
10D50 , thus 1.5 mm horizontal dilation compared
to the model experiment box 1.5m gives 0.1 % over
all horizontal normal strain. This is relatively small
compared to the horizontal deformation of up to 20
mm for 45o dip-angle reverse faults.15 We there-
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Figure 7: Vertical uplift normalized with deposit
height , Dv /H versus dip-angle θ (after Tani et.
al.13 )
mal faults (extensional faults, θ > 90 in Figure 7)
requires the smaller D/H ratio for a surface rupture
to occur with slight increase in D/H the more horizontal the dip. We will try to explain peak in D/H
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for reverse faults with 1) anisotropic strength of soil principal stress axis.
Why the minimum friction angle is obtained for
and 2) with the help of simple elastic analysis.
a shear band parallel to the bedding plane is hyAnisotropy as contributing factor Park and Tat- pothesized on as follows. If we pour sand grains
suoka20 have investigated inherent anisotropy of on a fairly flat surface the grains accommodate in
Toyoura sand in biaxial tests. Prismatic samples such a way that, when under pressure, the easiest
with different angles between the direction of ma- way for them to move is perpendicular to the bedjor principal stress and bedding plane were pre- ding plane. This may also be an explanation for
pared by pluviating sand into a mold which could why the Young’s modulus parallel to the bedding
be mounted in several different angles. Figure 8 plane is larger than the one perpendicular to the
bedding plane and why the Poisson ratio relating
deformation perpendicular to the bedding plane to
loading parallel to bedding plane is larger.22
For a 60o dip-angle fault the angle between the
rupture plane and the bedding plane is similar to
the ones observed for the peak friction angle in biaxial tests,20 thus this may be considered to be the
strongest failure plane and a contributing factor to
the largest uplift necessary for surface rupture is
observed for dip-angle of 60o .

Fault

Simple elastic analysis We consider the elastic deformations due to a fault of arbitrary dip-angle to
be linear combination of a completely horizontal
fault (0o dip-angle) and vertical fault (90o dip-angle)
(personal communication23 ), thus it is sufficient to
perform 2 linear elastic plane strain FE analyses.
The geometry was the same as in the experiment, a 1550 mm long box with a 400 mm thick
deposit with Young’s modulus, E=20 MPa, Poisson ratio, ν = 0.3 and the mesh size was 25 mm
(see Figure 9.) Analysis with smooth and rough

Biaxial

Figure 8: Friction angle versus bedding plane (after Park and Tatsuoka,20 ) as explanation for largest
vertical uplift normalized with deposit height ,
Dv /H is needed for dip-angle θ of 60o (according
to Tani et. al.13 )

FE Mesh with locations of ruptures and stress points

0.4
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shows the peak friction angle dependency on the
angle between the bedding plane and the major
principal stress. A minimum friction angle is obtained for bedding angle of 25 to 30o which corresponds to shear band parallel to the bedding plane.
A shear band crossing the bedding planes perpendicularly would assumingly give the peak friction with in terms of inherent anisotropy, but as is
known21 two conjugate shear bands will develop
and the biggest angle between the bedding plane
and the conjugate shear bands is obtained for samples with bedding plane perpendicular to the major
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Figure 9: FE mesh with location of “ruptures” and
points at which stresses and stress ratios were computed.
boundaries were performed. Setting the vertical
uplift to height, Dv /H ratio to a constant for all
dip-angles, i.e. the ratio of displacement along the
rupture and the rupture length, DR /LR is equal for
all dip-angles if we assume straight rupture plane
as in Figure 9. The initial stresses corresponding
to K0 = σh /σv values of 0.5 and 0.3 were added
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Figure 10: a) and b) Mean stress and stresses on spatial mobilize plane (SMP) and c) and d) stress ratio
on SMP versus fault dip-angle θ.
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constitutive law describing the non-linear soil behavior would be necessary for obtaining quantitative estimates of the required uplifts for a surface
rupture, but the important point we have shown
with the above analysis are:

to the stresses obtained from the FEM analysis.
We then computed the stress state in the deposit as
shown in Figure 9 at the intersection of the assumed
fault rupture and mid-height line for a series of dipangles between 30o and 90o . With the well-known
generalized Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion (based
on the so called Spatial Mobilized Plane,24 ) we
computed the shear and normal stresses, the mobilized stress ratios, SRSMP = τSMP /σnormal,SMP
for different dip-angles. Figures 10 a) and b) show
stresses, and c) and d) stress ratios for different K0
values and boundary conditions.
Results for both smooth and rough boundaries
show increasing mean stresses (figures 10 a) and
b)) as the dip-angles decreases since all dip-angles
have the same vertical base offset but an increasing
horizontal base offset with decreasing dip-angle
(as to keep the DR /LR constant). Figures 10 c)
and d) show that all tress ratios have peaks between 57o and 69o , thus failure occurs first at these
peaks; This does not seem to explain the reason
why the most amount of uplift is needed for 60o
dip-angle. Returning to figures 10 a) and b) we
see that the normal stresses on the spatial mobilized plane (SMP) all have minima between 60o
and 70o dip-angles, except for rough boundaries
and K0 = 0.5 (line with solid triangles in Figure
10 a)). Thus looking at this as progressive failure problem in which the shear band development
length is important we conclude that the lower normal stresses on the SMP leads to a lower stress
drop, ∆τSMP = σSMP (tan φpeak − tan φresidual )
on the SMP.
Figure 11 shows stresses and stress ratios for
two different uplifts with K0 = 0.3. The stress ratios (Figure 11b) ) increases as expected due to the
increasing deformation, but both the normal stress
and shear stress decreases for increasing deformation. The shear stress decreases less than the normal stress leading to increasing stress ratio. Thus
as deformation increases the stress drop decreases
and assumingly also the shear band development
length
Thus with these simple elastic analyses we
seem to be able to explain the observations by
Tani et. al.13 that a larger uplift is necessary for
dip-angles around 60o (They have results for 45o ,
60o and 75o as seen in Figure 7).
More detailed numerical simulations with a

1. Initial stress condition and the boundary conditions are of uttermost importance. Rigid
boundaries as used commonly in experiments and most numerical models may only
be appropriate if placed “far” away from the
region of large shearing/rupture.
2. The mean pressure increases with increasing
base offset for dip-angles <85o
3. The normal stresses on the SMP decreases
with increasing deformation.
These stress changes will affect the soil’s stressstrain behavior which also affects the shear band
development length. This will be elaborated on in
the discussion section below.
(3) Inconsistent scale effects in 45o dip-angle reverse fault
Lee et al.15 results gives characteristic shear band
development length (see Figure 6) independent (excluding some scatter) of the overburden stress for
45o dip-angle reverse fault model experiment at
both 1-g and centrifuge conditions. Seemingly
there is no scale effect for 45o dip-angle reverse
faults. Ueta and Tani,14 on the other hand, have
obtained results that indicate that also for 45o dipangle reverse faults there is a scale effect, but to a
lesser extent than in their 90o dip-angle fault experiments.
To explain quantitatively the above inconsistent result is difficult without further knowledge of
not only the initial stress conditions in the experiments, but also the stress-strain behavior of a soil
subjected a simultaneous increase in shear deformation (base uplift) and increasing confining pressure (horizontal compression) as is the case in these
45o dip-angle reverse fault model experiments.
Another important parameter of the above experiment is the aspect ratio of the model box. In
Ueta and Tani’s experiment the box was 1.55 meter long (for deposit heights < 0.5 meter ) and the
box of Lee et. al. was 3.0 meter long. The length
of the box was held fixed for the different deposit
7
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Figure 11: a) Mean stress and stresses on spatial mobilize plane (SMP) and b) stress ratio on SMP versus
fault dip-angle θ for K0 = 0.3 and vertical uplifts, Dv , 0.06 and 0.07 mm.
lengths in terms of D50 may not be appropriate
since the stress conditions seem to have a big influence on the shear band development length.

heights. For two deposits with the same vertical uplift to height ratio, Dv /H, the horizontal displacement is larger for the deposit with larger height, H,
but it it has the same width as the smaller the deposit. Therefore the horizontal normal strains becomes larger for the larger deposit.

(5) Vardoulakis et. al.
There is a large error margin shear band development lengths both due to our measurements and the
(4) Grain size effect on the shear band develop- variation of reported uplifts by Vardoulakis et. al.9
We estimated shear band development length to apment length
12
Stone and Wood have shown that similar vertical proximately 2.5 cm or 76 D50 , whereas Wood5 esuplift to mean grain size ratio, Dv /D50 , for sand timates Vardoulakis et. al.’s length to 120 D50 .
with three different D50 gave similar deformation
patterns in experiment with the same heights and 4. DISCUSSION
widths for 90o dip-angle dip-slip fault. The re- Here we comment on the above results; We will try
sult shown in Figure 6 are based on these differ- to point out weak links in our argumentation and
ent amounts of uplift for the same deposit heights; where more experiments and theoretical studies are
Even though the stress conditions are thereby dif- needed.
ferent, it seems the shear band development length (1) Peak to residual displacement along shear
increases with the grain size. This is expected since
band, DPR
larger grain size of a sand, with otherwise similar Is the peak to residual shear displacement, D ,
PR
grain characteristics, have larger dilatancy which independent of element test specimen size and conresults in a larger peak to residual stress drop.
fining pressures? The relative displacement along
The estimated characteristic shear band devel- the shear band, D was assumed independent of
PR
opment lengths (105-314 D50 ) are on the order of confining pressures as observed in biaxial tests at
the ones reported in10, 12 (100 D50 and 176 D50 ). pressures of 78-400 kPa. Whether this is true
Though, discussing the shear band development for lower or higher pressures remains to verified.
8

More important, is whether the relative displacement along the shear band, DPR , is independent
of the specimen size in element tests. If the shear
band length (specimen width divided by cosine of
shear band inclination, W/ cos(θ)) is much smaller
(1 order of magnitude?) than the shear band development length, the assumption of shear band deforming in similar manner along its length may be
valid. The peak to residual shear displacement’s relation to stress conditions different from the ones in
biaxial tests warrants further study.
(2) Parameters affecting stress drop
Larger confining pressure has seemingly two
counter-acting effects on the stress drop, which in
turn possibly affects the shear band development
length. A larger normal pressure on the failure surface gives a larger stress drop. On the other hand a
larger in confining pressure reduces soil dilatancy
which decreases the stress drop.
Will the stress-strain curve for biaxial or triaxial test with simultaneous increasing load and confining pressure lead to smaller stress drop as hypothesized with question marks in Figure 12?
−60

anisotropy changes the stress-strain behavior substantially with the largest stress drop is seen for angle, δ = 90o and for decreasing values of δ the
stress drop is lower.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed a simplified method of estimating characteristic shear band development lengths,
Ld , by assuming it has one-to-one relation to the
peak to residual shear displacement, DPR observed
in biaxial tests. The method could prove useful when predicting shear band/rupture propagation
through soils. The main points from the discussion
above are:

Stress−strain curves for changing confining pressure

−50

Triaxial test, σ =15 kPa, K =0.5
3

0

Transitions (?) from σ3=10 kPa to 15 kPa

−40
σ1−σ3 kPa

Figure 13: Stress-strain curves for plane strain
compression test with varying angle between bedding plane normal and major principal stress axis
(after Park and Tatsuoka.20 )

?
−30

?

• The peak to residual shear displacement,
DPR is independent of confining pressures
in the 80-400 kPa range. Its dependency on
other stress levels and loading conditions is
unknown.

?

−20
Triaxial test, σ3=10 kPa, K0=0.5
−10
0
0

−20

−40

−60
ε1 [%]

−80

• The shear band development length seem
to be closely related to the peak to residual stress drop, and therefore is affected by
many factors, such as stress state, inherent
anisotropy.

−100

Figure 12: Stress strain curves for different confining pressures and hypothesized transitions from
lower to higher confining pressure (σ3 varies from
10 to 15 kPa.)

• For proper estimations of the peak to residual shear displacement, DPR the element test
specimen width should be smaller than the
shear band development length.

Park and Tatsuoka20 showed how the angle,
δ, between the major principal stress direction
and the bedding plane normal vector affects the Many further analytical and experimental studies
peak friction angle and the overall stress-strain are warranted to clarify above observations and we
curve as shown in Figure 13. Thus inherent hope to address a few in a future publication.
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